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6

Abstract7

Educational researchers and policy-makers have for some time touted the need for8

interdisciplinary teaching. However, despite this desire for a change towards interdisciplinary9

teaching, teachers are often uncertain about how to go about planning, implementing, and10

sustaining interdisciplinary teaching programs. This is partly due to the lack of a framework11

for integrating productive ideas across the disciplines. This paper focus on how to grasp the12

challenges of an interdisciplinary approach to teaching in mathematics and the subjects of13

natural science. Based on contemporary mathematics and science education we design a14

didactical framework for interdisciplinary teaching centered on modeling activities across15

mathematics and the disciplines of natural science. To exemplify the potential of the16

framework we present a case study of an intensive in-service teacher-training program for17

mathematics and biology teachers. The teachers were presented to the didactical framework18

and in pairs of two, one mathematics teacher and one biology teacher; they designed and19

implemented interdisciplinary mathematicsbiology teaching sequences. The teachers? reports20

on their development and implementation of the teaching sequences and presentations given at21

a final seminar show that in general it is possible for the teachers from two discplines to plan,22

carry through, evaluate and report about interdisciplinary modeling activities.23

24

Index terms—25

1 Introduction26

isciplines are historically constructed, but in the recent decades, they exhibit a broad trend toward greater porosity27
of boundaries. The idea of interdisciplinary is to combine multiple disciplines into one activity. Whereas this may28
appear to be simple and straightforward, in practice it turns out that those participating in an interdisciplinary29
endeavor often find it difficult to work across traditional discipline boundaries. In an educational context30
interdisciplinary implies that the still dominating monodisciplinary approaches should be replaced by approaches31
enabling more connections to existing knowledge and thus lead to more profound and integrated learning. Despite32
a widespread desire for a change towards interdisciplinary teaching, teachers are often uncertain about how to go33
about planning, implementing, and sustaining interdisciplinary teaching programs. Understandable, as teachers34
traditionally have had their academic training within one or two mono-disciplinary programs. Further, there are35
many conceptual pitfalls pertaining to the very idea of interdisciplinary teaching and it seems that there is a36
Author: University of Southern Denmark. e-mail: cmich@imada.sdu.dk genuine need for a scholarly discussion37
about exactly how teachers could be equipped to implement fruitful interdisciplinary activities. Implementing38
an interdisciplinary teaching approach requires considerations at the level of discipline matter and at the level39
of pedagogy as well. This is far from a trivial task, partly due to the lack of a framework for integrating40
productive ideas from a variety of theoretical and practical perspectives. To grasp the challenges from the rise41
of the interdisciplinary approach to teaching there is a need for ? A didactical framework for interdisciplinary42
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2 II.

teaching activities. ? In-service teacher training with focus on interdisciplinary teaching activities. ? Prototypes43
of meaningful interdisciplinary teaching sequences.44

In this paper, we address the potential and challenges of interdisciplinary teaching between mathematics and45
the disciplines of natural science in a Danish upper secondary education context. Mathematics plays a crucial46
role in the disciplines of role is brought about predominantly through the building, employment, and assessment47
of mathematical models. Galileo wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics,48
and his quantitative approach to understanding the natural world arguably marks the beginning of modern49
science. Nearly 400 years later, the teaching of mathematics and the disciplines of natural science is still50
mainly monodisciplinary and fragmented, and focus in mathematics teaching is on relatively specialized algebraic51
techniques. The challenge is to replace the current monodisciplinary approach, where knowledge is presented as52
a series of static facts disassociated from time with an interdisciplinary approach, where mathematics, biology,53
chemistry and physics are woven continuous together.54

Interdisciplinary learning and teaching involving mathematics education has become of considerable interest55
to some mathematics educators (e.g. Sriraman and Freiman 2011), and we address this issue mainly from a56
mathematics education position, but we also draw on science education research literature to emphasize central57
coincident issues in mathematics and science education. We design a didactical framework for interdisciplinary58
instruction between Global Journal of Human Social Science -Year 2017 some time touted the need for59
interdisciplinary teaching. However, despite this desire for a change towards interdisciplinary teaching, teachers60
are often uncertain about how to go about planning, implementing, and sustaining interdisciplinary teaching61
programs. This is partly due to the lack of a framework for integrating productive ideas across the disciplines.62
This paper focus on how to grasp the challenges of an interdisciplinary approach to teaching in mathematics63
and the subjects of natural science. Based on contemporary mathematics and science education we design64
a didactical framework for interdisciplinary teaching centered on modeling activities across mathematics and65
the disciplines of natural science. To exemplify the potential of the framework we present a case study of66
an intensive in-service teacher-training program for mathematics and biology teachers. The teachers were67
presented to the didactical framework and in pairs of two, one mathematics teacher and one biology teacher;68
they designed and implemented interdisciplinary mathematicsbiology teaching sequences. The teachers’ reports69
on their development and implementation of the teaching sequences and presentations given at a final seminar70
show that in general it is possible for the teachers from two discplines to plan, carry through, evaluate and report71
about interdisciplinary modeling activities.72

Linking Teaching in Mathematics and the Subjects of Natural Science natural science; physics, chemistry and73
biology. This mathematics and the subjects of natural science based on a discussion of pedagogical and didactical74
problems concerning the interplay between mathematics and the disciplines of natural science. To exemplify the75
potential of the framework we then present a case study of an intensive in-service teacher-training program, where76
mathematics and biology teachers with focus on interdisciplinary modeling activities developed and implemented77
interdisciplinary teaching sequences.78

2 II.79

A Didactical Framework for Interdiciplinary Teaching80
In International handbook of science education, Berlin and White (1998) argued that science and mathematics81

are naturally and logically related in the real world, and that educators therefore must try to capture this82
relationship in the classroom in an effort to improve students’ achievement and attitude in both disciplines. The83
idea of integrated science and mathematics is not new. For example, a historical analysis of documents related84
to integrated science and mathematics reported by Berlin and Lee (2005) spans from 1901 to 2001. This analysis85
documents a strong philosophical support for the integration of science and mathematics education as a way86
to improve student understanding of the two disciplines. It is emphasized that although each of the human87
enterprises of mathematics and science has a character and history of its own, each of the disciplines depends on88
and reinforces the other. However, although a great number of research studies have focused on the development89
of activities and learning materials, following an interdisciplinary approach there is still no emerging framework90
supporting an integrated mathematics and science education.91

Before discussing the problem of a framework for interdisciplinary teaching, we shortly address the notion92
interdisciplinary without going into a deeper discussion of this multifaceted notion. Repko (2014) stated that93
interdisciplinary studies is a cognitive process by which individuals or groups draw on disciplinary perspectives94
and integrate their insights and modes of thinking to advance their understanding of a complex problem with the95
goal of applying the understanding to a real world problem (p. 28). Obviously, the relationship of disciplinary96
and interdisciplinary has a productive tension. Interdisciplinary is the study of a complex realworld problem97
from a perspective of two or more disciplines by drawing on their insights and integrating them to construct a98
more comprehensive understanding of the problem. With this tension in mind, we apply the term coincident99
didactic conceptions introduced by Dahland (1998) to express that among the didactics of various disciplines,100
one can trace a number of analogous notions, which make up a didactic intersection. For example, the didactics101
of mathematics and biology all include discipline-specific elements, but in addition didactic notions can belong to102
more than just one subject, i.e. one may talk about intersections of didactic notions. The actual content of such103
intersections ultimately depends on the perspective adopted. We apply the term coincident didactic conceptions104
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to identify and justify a possible didactical framework for interdisciplinary teaching between mathematics and the105
subjects of natural sciences. The framework is designed upon three pillars, each addressing a didactic intersection106
of mathematics and the disciplines of natural science: (i) expansion of domain addressing the applications of107
mathematical concepts in the disciplines of natural science, (ii) conceptualization of the notion of modeling as an108
interdisciplinary competence, and (iii) the application of the notion of horizontal linking and vertical structuring109
to facilitate a path from concrete activities in an interdisciplinary context to conceptual anchoring in the involved110
disciplines.111

3 a) Expansion of Domain112

In science education, it is often accentuated that many phenomena and their patterns of interaction are best113
described in the language of mathematics, which then becomes a bridge between the students’ verbal language114
and the scientific meaning we seek to express (Osborne 2002). However, the description is not straightforward to115
the students. Firstly, there are differences in terminology and notational systems between mathematics and the116
disciplines of natural science. The same mathematical structure, e.g. a graph, may apply to different phenomena117
in a discipline of natural science and hence, the semantics of equal constructs may be very different. Secondly, in118
the dominating mono-disciplinary teaching approach the teachers presume it obvious that the basis mathematical119
facts must be apprehended before application in a discipline of natural science. This leads to the problem of120
transfer, which is one of the biggest challenges in education. It is well known that it is difficult for the students121
to apply concepts, ideas and procedures learned in one subject, e.g. mathematics, in a new and unanticipated122
situation, e.g. in biology. Niss (1999) identified the key role of domain specifity as a significant example of123
the major findings of research in mathematics education. A student’s conception of a mathematical concept is124
determined by the set of specific domains in which that concept has been introduced for the student. When a125
concept is introduced in a narrow mathematical domain, the student may see it as a formal object with arbitrary126
rules. This results in the recognized difficulty of application of the concept in new settings. As an alternative we127
introduce the notion of expansion of domain and point at that interdisciplinary activities between mathematics128
and disciplines of natural science offer a great variety of domain relations and context settings that can serve as a129
basis for developing a more practical and coherent structure of a mathematical concept. By expansion of domain130
to include contexts from the disciplines of natural science, the problem of domain specifity is transcended and131
the curriculum is presented as a cohesive program (Michelsen 2006).132

The notion of expansion of domain aligns with research providing insights into strategies that students might133
apply to recognize similarities across contexts. Lobato (2003) addressed this central educational issue and argued134
for a more nuanced and differentiated view of levels of transfer, the actor-oriented transfer perspective. In135
this perspective, focus is on the type of conceptions that students could have developed given the instructional136
treatment, and one assumes that learners are making connections between situations nearly all the time, guided137
by aspects of the situation that they find personally salient. Rebello et al. (2005) considered transfer as the138
dynamic creation of associations between information read-out by the student in a new situation and a student’s139
prior knowledge. In this kind of transfer, vertical transfer, the student recognizes features of the situation that140
intuitively activate elements of prior knowledge. The student typically does not have a preconceived knowledge141
structure that aligns with the problem information. Rather, the student constructs a mental model in situ through142
successive activation and suppression of associations between knowledge elements. Consequently, the critical143
issue is to design an instructional environment that supports the students’ construction of personal relations144
of similarities across situations. This calls for an exploitation of meaningful starting points and activities from145
which conceptual structures in mathematics and the disciplines of natural science can emerge.146

4 b) Modeling -an interdisciplinary competence147

Models are important in the development of scientific knowledge as they link theories with phenomena. Students’148
development of potent models should be regarded among the most significant goals of mathematics and science149
education. The pedagogical power of models comes not just from students using existing models, but also from150
enabling students to design, build, and assess models of their own (Brady et al. 2015;Gilbert 2004). An extensive151
research literature recognizes the importance of models and modeling, both in mathematics education and in152
science education (Halloun & Hesteness, 1987;Gilbert, 2004 Freudenthal (1991) emphasized phenomenological153
exploration, and argued for that the starting point for mathematics education is those phenomena that beg154
to be organized. Modelling by mathematization treats specifically the role of mathematics in the disciplines155
of natural science, and of the link with mathematics in various fields of science education. Pointing at the156
dramatically change in the nature of problem solving activities and at the difficulties to recruit students capable157
of graduate level in interdisciplinary such as mathematical biology and bioinformatics Lesh & Sriraman (2005)158
suggested a bottom up solution. That is, initiate and study the modeling of complex systems that occur in real159
life situations from the early grades. One could add that the disciplines of natural science offers complex systems160
to be modeled. This indicates that modeling might provide a generic methodology that can serve as a common161
ground for learning disciplines such as mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology. Modeling activities take162
place in an interdisciplinary context and are therefore a possible frame for elucidation of the relations between163
mathematics and the subjects of natural science.164
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6 YEAR 2017

In Denmark, the notion of subject competences functions as a flexible framework for a description of what165
is means to master a discipline independent of specific topics and specific levels. Competency is someone’s166
insightful readiness to act appropriately in situations in a way that is guided by one’s knowledge from a discipline.167
Competence-based teaching permeates the Danish educational system, and there are fundamental potentials168
in terms of an overlap between disciplines. Eight mathematical competences and four science competences169
are identified, and the competency of modeling is identified both as a mathematical and science competence.170
The modelling competence in mathematics includes structuring an intra-or extra-mathematical situation to be171
modelled, mathematizing the situation, analyzing and tackling the model, interpreting the results, validation of172
the model, communicating about the model, monitoring the modelling activity. The reference to the modelling173
of extra-mathematical situation underscores that the competence is not specific to mathematics, and therefor174
modeling should be considered as an interdisciplinary competence. Modeling is a specific problem solving strategy175
with scientific and pragmatic purposes and as a rule, scientific and everyday life problems call on modelling and176
do not accept traditional and historical determined boundaries between subjects.177

5 c) Horizontal Linking and Vertical Structuring178

Historically, mathematical understandings have arisen from nonmathematical preoccupations in the world where179
increasing refinements of material entities eventually led to the development of ideal objects typical of mathematics180
(Davis & Hersh 1980, Kitcher 1985, Lützen 2011). There exist frameworks for learning mathematics reflecting181
this. The notion of emergent model suggested by Gravemeijer (1997) has as the departing point situation specific182
problems, which are subsequently modeled. The problems first offer the183

6 Year 2017184

Linking Teaching in Mathematics and the Subjects of Natural Sciences by Modeling opportunity to develop185
situation-specific methods and symbolizations. Then the methods and symbols are modeled from a mathematical186
perspective and in this sense, mathematical models emerge from the learning activities. The models first come187
into being as a model of the situation, and then the model gradually becomes an entity in its own right and188
begins to serve as a model for mathematical reasoning. The shift presented from a model of to a model for189
should concur with a shift in the way the students perceive and think about the models; from models that derive190
their meaning from the context situation modeled to thinking about the mathematical content of the models191
(Doorman & Gravemeijer 2009). Michelsen (2006) suggested an extension of the notion of emerging modeling to192
include interdisciplinary activities between mathematics and subjects of natural science. The extension consists193
of two phases: (i) horizontal linking, and (ii) vertical structuring. In the phase of horizontal linking thematic194
integration is used to connect concept and process skills of mathematics and one or more disciplines of natural195
science by modeling activities in an interdisciplinary context, e.g. modeling the process of consumption and196
removal of alcohol. The vertical structuring phase is characterized by a conceptual anchoring of the concepts, e.g.197
metabolism and concentration in biology and linear growth models, parameters and variables in mathematics, and198
process skills from the horizontal linking phase by creating languages and symbol systems that allow the students199
to move about logically and analytically within mathematics and the relevant disciplines(s), e.g. biology, of200
natural sciences without reference back into the horizontal linking phase. The shift from the horizontal linking to201
the vertical structuring phase might thus concur with a shift from interdisciplinary teaching to discipline-oriented202
teaching reflecting the productive tension between interdisciplinary and disciplinary. It should be stressed that203
the model is iterative. Once the concepts and skills are conceptually anchored in the respective disciplines, they204
can evolve in a new interdisciplinary context, as part of a horizontal linkage. Thus, the underlying assumption205
is that the disciplines are themselves the necessary precondition for and foundation for the interdisciplinary206
enterprise.207

To support a learning path from the horizontal linking phase to the vertical structuring phase modeleliciting208
activities are included. Model-eliciting activities are open-ended, interdisciplinary problem-solving activities that209
are meant to reveal students’ thinking about the concepts embedded in these activities. To get instructional210
value out of the model-eliciting activities a standard organizational scheme is applied. The scheme consists of211
a sequence of four phases: (i) warm up activities given the day before to start up the modeleliciting activity,212
(ii) model-eliciting activities aiming at encouraging the students to work in teams and to express their ways of213
thinking visible for teachers (iii) model-exploring activities with the goal for the students to develop a powerful214
representation system for making sense of the targeted conceptual system, and (iv) model-adaption activities with215
focus on applying the conceptual tool that was developed in the modeleliciting activity and refined in the model-216
exploring activities (Lesh & Doerr 2003). We notice that the modeling-eliciting activities involve shifting back217
and forth between among a variety of relevant representations, graphs, tables, equations etc., and the competence218
of representation comes into play. This competence has an exploratory aspect as the students have to understand219
and utilize different representations and a productive aspect as well, where the students choose and translate220
between a variety representations. E.g., in the case of mathematical modeling of a biological phenomenon,221
the shifts between representations take place in an interdisciplinary mathematics-biology context and draws on222
biological as well as mathematical knowledge and skills. Consequently, the competence of representation should223
The Danish upper secondary education is organized in specialized so-called study packages containing compulsory224
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disciplines, core disciplines, and elective disciplines. An important feature of a package is that the core disciplines225
form a coherent program, which is ensured by a closer interaction between the disciplines. Some of the packages226
include mathematics and biology as core disciplines. To fulfill the objective of coherence in the study packages227
interdisciplinary teaching across mathematics and biology is demanded. However, the actual classroom practice228
in Denmark reflects the situation described in the international literature: as a rule, the connections between229
mathematics and biology in the classroom are weak (Jungck 1997(Jungck , 2005; Cox et al 2016), and the230
process of connecting the two disciplines should start with the education of teachers (Michelsen 2010, ?orgo231
2010). Connecting mathematics and biology is about change, not for the sake of change but for achieving a more232
comprehensive understanding of core concepts and skills in the two disciplines. This requires that mathematics233
and biology teachers are prepared to change their minds about the relations between the two disciplines. Real234
interdisciplinary teaching requires a professional teaching force empowered with the skills necessary for designing235
learning experiences that236

7 a) Mathematics and Biology237

Through the times, mathematics was and is inspired by biological problems and as a result, mathematical238
concepts were constructed and became central elements of the culture of mathematics. An example is the239
Fibonacci numbers appearing in the pedigrees of idealized honeybees. This is one of the first examples of a240
population model resulting in exponential growth, and on top of that with a golden growth rate. The immediate241
effect of Fibonacci’s work was not the study of living organisms, but the Fibonacci sequence continued to delight242
and thrill mathematicians. The wellknown occurrence of the Fibonacci numbers in flowers, e.g. the spirals in the243
head of sunflowers, led to description by Segerman (2010) of an interesting coloring of the points of the sunflower244
spiral, involving a ”metric” on the positive integers which counts the number of distinct non-consecutive Fibonacci245
numbers needed to sum to a given number. Jungck (1997Jungck ( , 2005) ) pointed at, that the absence of strong246
curricular ties between biology and mathematics misrepresents contemporary biological research, and the need247
for more mathematics in biology education and problem-solving based curriculum in biology should therefore be248
addressed. The last century in the history of mathematics is characterized by the increasing influence of applied249
mathematics. In such different fields as engineering, economics, biology, and medicine applied mathematics has250
played, and still plays a more and more important role in new development and breakthroughs (Steen 2005). The251
foundations of many fields of biology and in particular the new fields are inherently mathematical. The method252
of mathematical modeling applies very broadly in many biological fields including some like population growth253
and spread of disease (Cohen 2004). Instead of focusing on how to overcome the challenges of implementing254
mathematics into biology, Jungck (2011) suggested the development of individual biological models that can be255
easily adopted and adapted for use in both mathematics and biology classrooms. Models and modelling are also256
suggested as tools to transcend the obstacles preventing the integration of mathematic, physics, and engineering257
into the biology curriculum and vice versa (Chiel et al 2010).258

8 b) Mathbio in the Study Package259

In an attempt to offer upper secondary inservice teachers in mathematics and biology didactical tools to prepare260
themselves for the practical challenges of interdisciplinary teaching, the Laboratory of Coherent Teaching and261
Learning at University of Southern Denmark in collaboration with the organization Danish Science Gymnasiums262
in 2015-16 offered the professional development program ’MathBio in the study package’. The overall aim of263
the program was to enable teachers to implement interdisciplinary teaching sequences between mathematics264
and biology in their daily classroom practices. The program involved 30 teachers from eight upper secondary265
schools in the Region of Southern Denmark. It was the core idea of the program to involve teachers in design,266
implementation, and evaluation of innovative instructional sequences dealing with a wide range of aspects of267
mathematics and biology.268

The program was organized as an intervention project structured around a combination of four seminars at269
the university and phases of practice at the participating teachers’ schools. The teachers were asked to work270
in pairs, one mathematics teacher and one biology teacher, and they participated in regularly meetings with271
mathematics and biology education researchers from the Laboratory of Coherent Teaching and Learning. The272
fundamental aim of the phases of practice was that the teachers designed and implemented an interdisciplinary273
mathematics-biology teaching sequence. At the seminars the teachers was introduced to the didactical framework274
for linking mathematics and the disciplines of natural science, different types of organizing interdisciplinary275
teaching, inquiry based teaching, examples of interdisciplinary mathematics-biology teaching sequences and276
presentations by researchers working on the interface between mathematics and biology, e.g. computational277
biology and reconstruction of body size by statistical methods. At the final seminar, the teachers presented their278
interdisciplinary mathematics-biology teaching sequences at a poster session. Moreover, at a special session at the279
seminar three elected groups each gave an oral presentation of their teaching sequences, followed by a discussion280
among all the participating teachers initiated by prepared questions from two selected teachers. To make the281
improvements in interdisciplinary mathematics-biology sharable and usable for a larger community of teachers,282
descriptions of all the developed teaching sequences were subsequently made available at the website of Danish283
Science Gymnasiums.284
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9 C) THE 13 INTERDISCIPLINARY TEACHING SEQUENCES

During the program, the teachers filled in a predesigned protocol to keep track of the development of the285
teaching sequences. The protocol included fields for teaching and learning goals, content of the teaching286
sequence with reference to the curriculum, subject oriented and didactical reflections, requirement for didactical287
supervision, evaluation of the teaching sequence and other issues relevant for the development of the sequences.288
The written protocols offer insight into the teachers’ experiences with the challenges of interdisciplinary teaching,289
and understanding and application of the three pillars of the didactical framework. Therefore, the protocols290
were analyzed in order to get an idea of the kind of interdisciplinary mathematics-biology teaching activities291
that teachers devised, and the type of reflections and experiences regarding interdisciplinary teaching that the292
teachers themselves addressed.293

9 c) The 13 Interdisciplinary Teaching Sequences294

Based on selected excerpts from the teachers’ protocol we provide an overview of the 13 teaching sequences295
developed and implemented by the teachers and a discussion of the teachers’ reflections about interdisciplinary296
teaching.297

The themes of the instructional sequences address well-known classical mathematical and biological topics like298
linear, exponential and logistic growth, differential equations, numerical integration chisquare test, probability,299
statistics, population biology, cell growth, enzymes, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, genetics, and evolution. This300
is probably a consequence of the fact that there in both subjects is a well-defined curriculum, and that teachers301
are using textbooks, which reflects this curriculum.302

The teachers searched for and identified meaningful starting points and connections between the two disciplines.303
In the majority of the teaching sequences, the biological experiment functioned as the interdisciplinary context304
connecting biology and mathematics. The experiment delivered data, which were processed by mathematical305
methods.306

Focus is on modeling biological processes by differential equations and the interplay between experiment and307
theory. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)308

The overall objective of the sequence is that students achieve knowledge of evolution and skills in applying309
probability theory to model simple stochastic processes. Biology takes the advantage of that evolution randomness310
principle addressed extensively in mathematics provide can form a solid basis for a focus on the consequences in311
biology. The mathematical model construction is easily accessible as it is based on an animation and difference312
equations. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)313

The challenges encountered by the teachers were mainly of practical and technical nature, e.g. the application314
of different software in the two disciplines.315

The biotech experiment provided a better understanding of how to set up and apply mathematical models.316
The transfer of data from data-collection software loggerpro to math programs is time consuming. (Excerpt from317
a teacher protocol) Mathematical modeling had a prominent position in the teaching sequences. In the majority318
of teaching sequences, modeling activities implied a movement from a biological context, e.g. an experiment, to a319
mathematical context, e.g. and finding the equation of the regression function for the data from an experiment.320
This is an approach close to what the teachers are used to teach. However, in the teaching sequences developed321
in the program there are a distinct connection between the learning activities in the two subjects, and therefore322
a link between mathematics and biology. Furthermore, the teachers were aware of, that the interdisciplinary323
aspects of modelling open up for addressing concepts like variables, functions and Growth of microorganisms:324
Exponential and logistic growth, growth rate, serial dilution, microorganisms and fermentation. Brewing beer:325
Beer, yeast cell growth, factors affecting the growth rate, carbohydrate, biochemistry of metabolism, differential326
equations, mathematical models, logistic growth, exponential growth, proof technique. Population biology and327
probability: The Hardy-Weinberg Law and chi-square test.328

Population genetics in associated with a study trip to Malta: Sampling of different phenotypic features in329
Malta and Denmark and comparing the frequency of the two countries.330

Cell growth: Virus and pro-and eukaryotic cells’ structure and function, linear and exponential growth,331
modelling of growth, and the limitations and validity of models.332

Growth rate and decoloring of Azorubin: Spectrophotometry including the application of the Beer-Lambert333
law, linear relationships and exponential growth.334

Tabel 1: Interdisciplinary mathematics-biology teaching sequences developed by the teachers chi-square test335
in an interdisciplinary context, and thus transcend the problem transfer.336

The students gained a better understanding of the chi-square test. The students benefited greatly from337
combining the two subjects. The students responded positively to the teaching sequence in the course evaluation.338
(Excerpt from a teacher protocol)339

The goal is to support the students in practicing to apply mathematics in a real situation. Based on experiments340
made in biotechnology mathematics is applied to plot the data and produce a mathematical model. It is a core341
idea is the processing of data supports the students’ understanding of theoretical math concepts. (Excerpt from342
a teacher protocol)343

The limitations of a model were also addressed in the teaching sequences.344
The goal is to apply mathematical models to experimentally biological data and get an understanding of the345

models’ limitations. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)346
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Focus is on practical application of mathematical models, especially the models’ applicability to biological347
systems. The students should adopt a critical attitude towards to the model’s potential and limitations. (Excerpt348
from a teacher protocol) Furthermore, the exploratory aspect of interdisciplinary modeling activities involved349
shifting back and forth among a variety of relevant representations of the concepts involved, which might help350
the students to ascribe a mathematical as well as a biological meaning to the representations and their mutually351
relations and by this transcend the language barrier between the two subjects.352

The goal is to create an interdisciplinary process, in which mathematics applied in a biological context, to353
relate observations, model and symbol representations to each other, and to collect process and evaluate data354
from experiments and taking into account the sources of error, uncertainty and biological variation. (Excerpt355
from a teacher protocol)356

A group of teachers pointed at, that the processing of data might support the students’ understanding of357
variables.358

Focus is on modeling the data series with an expected linear relationship between the two methods of counting359
yeast cells in a liquid medium. The goal is that the students achieve a basic understanding of variables and their360
relationships. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol) However, a group of teachers drew attention to the disparity361
between what is considered as good data in mathematics and the data appearing in biology. In mathematics362
data are ”nice” and fit to a well-known functional dependency, and that is not always the case in biology.363

The students did not act enthusiastic to cell growth. More attention should have been called to what is364
considered as good data in mathematics and the kind of data appearing in biology. (Excerpt from a teacher365
protocol)366

In was an issue in several of the protocols, that practical application of mathematics might ascribe a more367
concrete understanding of an abstract mathematics concept like differential equations.368

The overall idea is learn biotech matter based on practical tasks like beer brewing. The teachers and students369
jointly brew beer and collect data by measuring the mass loss in the fermentation flask. A rather abstract topic370
like differential equations is applied in a concrete situation. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)371

In some of the teaching sequences a phase with experiments was followed by phase with mathematical as well as372
biological inquiries. E.g. in the teaching sequences ’Enzyme kinetics 1’ the Michaelis-Menten function deduced as373
a pure mathematical inquiry while the principles of enzyme kinetics were addressed in a pure biological context:374

Biology provides data for analysis in mathematics, and mathematics provides an understanding of data analysis375
in biology. The teaching sequence takes a practical approach to the chi-square test including different games376
with dice, candy etc. (..). Mathematics offered biology the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the377
Michaelis-Menten function, and biology offered mathematics the chance to work with an equation illustrating378
the strength of modeling. The students responded positive to the interdisciplinary activities. (Excerpt from a379
teacher protocol)380

The starting point is that the two disciplines are mutually supportive and collaborate in that the biology381
delivers data, which are processed in mathematics. Mathematics provides an understanding of chi-square test and382
applies this as a tool in the analysis of biological data. Moreover, mathematics contributes with the deduction of383
the Hardy-Weinberg law, and offers examples of how we by simulation can illustrate Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.384
(Excerpt from a teacher protocol)385

The majority of the teaching sequences described a path from an experimental situation in biology to an386
investigation of a mathematical construct in mathematics, e.g. a graphical representation:387

In general, the teachers’ reported positive about their experiences with interdisciplinary teaching, and a group388
of teachers point on the learning potential and A joint mathematics and biology program has positive influence389
on students’ learning. The students developed a subject oriented as well as an interdisciplinary understanding390
and are well-prepared for future interdisciplinary tasks. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)391

The insight gained by teachers as through participation in the programmed was also addressed:392
The sequence was very instructive for us as teachers. It provided us with an insight into the other subject and393

gave us a glance of the students’ activities in another subject. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)394
According to the teachers, the students responded positive to the interdisciplinary approach and experienced395

a closer connection between the subjects of mathematics and biology. However, it should be noted that some396
of the students ask for more structure, and that some of the students’ focus is on the products of the teaching397
sequence, and not on the processes linking the two subjects.398

We need to be more focused on coordinating and adjusting the process along the way. The students experienced399
a closer connection between the subjects, but they want a stricter structure with precise and clear requirements400
for the final product. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)401

The students’ evaluation of the sequence was positive. The students appreciated that mathematics apparently402
is applicable in biology. However, the students’ comments show that their focus is on the products of the teaching403
sequence, and not on the processes linking the two subjects. (Excerpt from a teacher protocol)404

IV.405

10 Concluding Remarks406

The purpose of this paper has been to propose a didactical framework for scaffolding teachers endeavor for realizing407
widespread desire for a change towards interdisciplinary teaching. As pointed at by Roth (2010) we need to think408
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interdisciplinary from before disciplinary. With the proposed didactical framework we argue that considering409
modeling as an interdisciplinary competence we can think interdisciplinary from before disciplinary. The excerpts410
from the teachers’ protocols shows that the teachers adapted the three pillars of the didactical framework (i)411
expansion of domain, (ii) modeling as an interdisciplinary competence, and (iii) horizontal linking and vertical412
structuring. The didactical framework provides the teachers with a structure for identifying interdisciplinary413
topics with a significant content for the participating subjects, and modeling serves as the unifying activity in414
the students’ modules.415

Looking at the topics of the teaching sequences it is not unfair to say that they are ones belonging to the416
traditional content of mathematics and biology. This is of course due to a still very discipline oriented curricula,417
and the fact that the teachers have had their academic training within one or two mono-disciplinary programs.418
It worth noticing, that a group of teachers addressed the benefit of getting insight into the other subject through419
participation in the program. And one could for a moment think what it might be, as if learning materials420
emphasizing the interdisciplinary nature of mathematics and biology were available. Clearly, there is a demand421
for up-to-date interdisciplinary learning materials to achieve a more integrated curriculum.422

The teachers were aware of the potential of expanding the domain of an abstract concept to an interdisciplinary423
context of mathematics and biology.424

The teachers focused on the potential of the interdisciplinary teaching to develop common understanding and425
language across the two disciplines. This should be contrasted to the traditional approach, where the students426
are expected to transfer mathematical concepts to a biological context by themselves. With reference to research427
(Schoenfeld & Arcavi 1988, White & Mitchelmore 1996) showing that a major source of students’ difficulties428
in applying functions is an undeveloped concept of variable, it should be noted that in the teaching sequences429
variables represent quantities that change and not as only as symbols to be manipulated, and functions are the430
tool to study the relationships among the changing quantities.431

The dominating role of modeling activities in the teaching sequences might be seen as an indication of, that432
the teachers considered modeling as a competence, which can be applied in an interdisciplinary context and433
act as a kind of glue between the two disciplines. Evidently, the teachers considered the biological experiment434
as the obvious common ground for the interplay between mathematics and biology. Exploring the experiment435
takes the students to mathematical modeling, and they take ownership of their model Concerning the intended436
path from the in interdisciplinary concrete situation in horizontal linking phase to the conceptual anchoring in437
the disciplines in the vertical structuring phase, the excerpts from the teachers’ protocols show that the path438
is only unfolded fully in some the teaching sequences. In the majority of the sequences the path is typically439
from an interdisciplinary context to mathematics, and not to biology too as intended. Firstly, it should be440
acknowledged that the teachers strive to establish connections between the two disciplines. Secondly, the teachers’441
experiences with interdisciplinary teaching were limited, and the program was their first encounter with the442
horizontal linking and vertical structuring approach. Thirdly, the fact that are examples of a path from an443
interdisciplinary context to the two disciplines indicates that some the teachers adapted the three transfer value444
to future interdisciplinary activities: The students’ positive responses to the interdisciplinary teaching sequences445
indicates that interdisciplinary modelling activities may motivate the students’ learning process and help them446
to establish cognitive roots for the construction of important mathematical and biological concepts. This is447
in keeping with research findings showing that interdisciplinary modeling activities contribute to the learning of448
concepts in the involved disciplines and improve the students’ interest in mathematics and the subjects of natural449
science (English 2013, Michelsen & Sriraman 2009).450

The experiences from the professional development program ”MathBio in the study package” in the form of the451
teachers’ reports on their development and implementation of the instructional sequences and the presentations452
given at the final seminar show that in general it is possible for the teachers from two disciplines to plan, carry453
through, evaluate and report about interdisciplinary modeling activities. The teachers gained insights regarding454
their teaching, in particular the limitations of the disciplinary approach and potential of interdisciplinary teaching.455
Across their disciplines the teachers supported each other in the development and the implementation of the456
mathematics-biology teaching sequences. The program structure with practice at school, workshops at the457
university and the final seminar with presentation of the teaching sequences made it possible for the teachers to458
share their ideas and experiences with their colleagues and having contacts with academic experts in the fields459
of modeling and educational research. However, to get full profit of interdisciplinary modeling activities further460
research on the constraints and possibilities of the cooperation between the subjects of mathematics and biology461
is needed.462

The problem addressed in this paper is twofold. On one hand mathematics evidently has played and will463
play an exceptionally important role in the development of biology, but this role is underrepresented in biology464
curricula. On the other hand mathematics learned at upper secondary level seems to have little relevance to465
the biology taught. A primary motivation for introducing interdisciplinary mathematics-biology teaching into466
the classrooms is the rapidly changing nature of these disciplines as they are practiced in the professional world.467
Current upper secondary curricula in mathematics and biology don’t reflect the interdisciplinary flavor of modern468
biology, e.g. bioinformatics, and behind the needs of life.469

One of the great challenges in the contemporary work of mathematics and biology education researchers470
and teachers of mathematics and biology is how the interdisciplinary perspective should be reflected in the471
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classrooms. If reform of mathematics education with closer links to biology education is the aim, then prototypes472
of instructional sequences with learning materials that are in harmony with new perspectives must be adapted473
by the teachers. A reasonable, yet not exhaustive, answer to this is an increased focus on modeling activities in474
the daily teaching practice of mathematics and biology. In order to accomplish this, it is important that both475
pre-service and in-service teachers gain experiences with modelling activities linking mathematics and biology.476

The major challenge is capacity building, which is providing support for teachers so that they can develop477
understandings and skills required to teach for interdisciplinary mathematics and biology curriculum. To work478
together, mathematics and biology teachers do not need to be experts on each other’s subject, but they do479
need to have a good understanding of how mathematics and biology interact in educational settings. Teachers480
reflecting about practice through collaboration with trusted colleagues makes the tacit explicit and develops481
knowledge, skills and expertise in practice. A factor relevant to successful innovations is the degree to which it is482
perceived better than the existing program it hopes to supersede. Lesh & Sriraman (2005) introduced the main483
law survival of the useful law that determines the continuing existence of innovative programs and curriculum484
materials. Usefulness involves going beyond being powerful in a specific situation and for a specific purposes485
to also be sharable with other people and re-usuable in other situations. It is therefore of great importance to486
make the improvements available to a larger community of teachers. In 2016-17 a new group of 70 teachers from487
19 Danish schools are involved in the second version of the professional development program ”MathBio in the488
study package”, and they draw on the experiences from the first version of the program.489

V. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
490

1© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 2:
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